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Azrael Vol 1 Fallen Angel
Graphic novel.
Writer Alan Grant (DETECTIVE COMICS) continues his epic run of BATMAN:
SHADOW OF THE BAT, this time joined by artists Bret Blevins (BATMAN: ZERO
HOUR, HARLEY QUINN) and Norm Breyfogle (BATMAN) and others in these stories
about the men and women in shadowÉthe shadow of the Bat in BATMAN: SHADOW
OF THE BAT VOL. 2! To many in Gotham City, Batman is a savior; to others, he is a
menace who must be stopped. This includes Anarky, who escapes prison and sets out
to eliminate the Dark Knight for the good of the city. The Scarecrow, though, has other
plans for Batman. When Gotham is visited by an alien parasite, a high school gym
teacher becomes the cityÕs latest protector, taking on the costumed persona of Joe
Public, but thereÕs a lot he must learn from the WorldÕs Greatest Detective. And after
BatmanÕs back is broken, he has handed the mantle of the Bat to Jean-Paul Valley,
who has a very deadly approach to crime fighting. ValleyÕs actions prompt an injured
and demoralized Bruce Wayne to retrain his ravaged body and travel to England with
Alfred in search of Shondra Kinsolving, the one woman who might be able to heal him.
Collects BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE BAT #13-23 and BATMAN: SHADOW OF THE
BAT ANNUAL #1.
In the final chapter of this series, Bruce Wayne completes his improbable recovery from
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his broken back and is ready to resume his role as Gotham's protector. But Jean Paul
Valley, the man who now patrols the night as a vicious and violent Batman, is not willing
to give up his new identity. Driven to the brink of madness by inner demons, the new
Batman seeks to destroy Bruce as they meet in mortal combat. But in the end, Bruce
defeats Jean Paul both mentally and physically and reclaims his legendary cape and
cowl. This new edition includes many chapters of KNIGHTFALL never before collected.
Batman’s team of vigilantes has ghosts in their pasts. And now they have come to
roost. When Batman formed a team of fellow vigilantes to help him combat evil in
Gotham City, he did it partially to protect his allies from the enemies targeting them. But
being on a team makes for more targets, and sometimes the ghosts of your past can
become everyone’s problem. Azrael was raised to be the perfect assassin by the
mysterious Order of St. Dumas...before he rebelled. But when the Order decides to
create a more perfect assassin, Azrael and the entire team find themselves in the
crosshairs of the deadly A.I. known as Ascalon. This kind of magic and mysticism was
part of Bruce Wayne’s training when he became Batman. And to save his friends,
Bruce will seek the most powerful magical artifact that ever existed. The God Machine
can give its bearer any knowledge, answer any question...but in the hands of the
World’s Greatest Detective, could it be even more dangerous than Ascalon?
Continuing the critically acclaimed new direction spinning out of DC Rebirth, from writer
James Tynion IV (DARK DAYS: THE FORGE) and artist Alvaro Martinez (BATMAN
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AND ROBIN ETERNAL), this volume collects DETECTIVE COMICS #957-962.
Batman goes up against the charismatic Deacon Blackfire who uses hallucinogenic
drugs and the power of suggestion to weaken the Dark Knight and gather the city's
homeless into an army intent on taking over Gotham City.
The book presents a comprehensive theologically sound, captivating, and believable
set of stories from Adam to Jesus. It portrays God's prophets as the heroes they were,
possessed of the most stellar of human traits, exemplary in every aspect of their being.
"God's Emissaries" weaves together every Quranic verse and every plausible tradition
that has come down to us from Prophet Muhammad (SAWA) and His family into an
epic story of God's tireless efforts to guide humankind.
Still recovering from a battle with Bane, Bruce Wayne seeks to reclaim his title from
interim Batman Jean Paul Valley, who has used his superhero status to wage a war of
vengeance in Gotham.
The inmates of Gotham CityÕs Arkham Asylum are loose, and Batman is in hot pursuit
of The Joker, the Riddler, Poison Ivy, Killer Croc, Scarecrow and more. Pushed to the
limit, the Dark Knight comes face to face with Bane, a hyper-pumped-up monstrosity,
who delivers a crippling blow that changes BatmanÕs destiny forever. Batman:
Knightfall Vol. 1 presents the epic battle between Batman and one of his greatest foes
of all time, Bane. Part two of a massive nine-volume celebration of the entire Batman:
Knightfall saga, this collection follows the story arc begun in Batman: Prelude to
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Knightfall and features Batman #492-497 and Detective Comics #659-663 along with
supplemental character sketches and more.
It begins with the return of the Apocalypse Plague-a deadly disease that infected Gotham City
and almost killed Robin-now in an even more virulent form. Batman, Robin, Nightwing and
even Catwoman must find out the origin of this ancient virus before it is released worldwide.
Their travels take them from the heart of Gotham halfway around the world to Sudan, where
two of their greatest enemies are revealed to be the masterminds of this wicked plot. The
stakes have never been this high and the question remains: Will Batman and his allies stop a
relic of the past from dooming mankind’s future? Now, for the first time ever, get the complete
BATMAN: LEGACY storyline along with never-before-collected chapters that reveal the
architects of the outbreak in BATMAN: LEGACY! Collects BATMAN #533, BATMAN SHADOW
OF THE BAT #53, CATWOMAN #33-35, DETECTIVE COMICS #697-700 and ROBIN #31.
After a thousand years, violent warp storms have receded from the Calaphrax Cluster, and an
ancient battlefront in the war against Chaos has again been opened to the universe. Now,
multiple forces risk complete immolation to attack the sector - drawn by the lure of ancient
relics, lost knowledge, and powerful megaweapons, buried for aeons. Chief among those
forces, the fearsome Dark Angels, emerald-armored Space Marines, shock-troopers of the
Emperor's Imperium and indomitable defenders of humanity. But Chaos stirs in the warp, and
the Dark Angels will not be alone for long! Into this grim warzone, we follow Balthus, a Dark
Angel initiate, newly-elevated to the rank of Marine, as he is baptized on the bloody battlefield and as he uncovers the price his Chapter has paid for victory in the distant past. Alongside him
fights Interrogator-Chaplain Altheous, a sombre and dedicated warrior, burdened by
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knowledge and the truth of his chapter, whose beliefs are tested on Calaphrax as never before.
And, navigating a maze of shifting loyalties and suspicions: Inquisitor Astor Sabbathien,
convinced that Balthus and all Dark Angels teeter on the brink of heresy. Determined to
expose them and root out the taint of Chaos, she and her Acolytes have followed the Marines
to Calaphrax - and into the jaws of the warp! Based in the universe of the ever-popular
miniatures game, novels, and videogames, this new ongoing series is perfect for both the
hardcore Warhammer 40,000 fan and the complete newcomer! Armor up, offer up a prayer to
the Emperor, and deploy your drop pod into the very heart of the enemy! Collects Warhammer
40,000: Will of Iron #1-4.
Michael Lane is an ex-police officer recruited to take part in a secret program to train a
replacement for Batman - but was drafted by the Order of Purity to take on the mantle of
Azrael, God's sword of justice. Now he carries out an 'eye for an eye' style of justice in Gotham
city.
The first book in the exciting new Heaven's Heart series!
Azrael
Bruce Wayne is out of commission, but Batman must continue! A new era begins as a new
Batman arrives in Gotham City. Bruce Wayne, battle-broken and unavailable for field duty after
an epic showdown with Bane, has appointed a new Dark Knight as his temporary surrogate.
Jean-Paul Valley (a.k.a. Azrael) has assumed the role of the Caped Crusader, but without his
mentorÕs integrity and experience, he quickly spins out of control. His undisciplined behavior
is especially worrisome to both Robin and Commissioner Gordon. The fourth installment of the
Batman: Knightfall saga, Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 1 collects Detective Comics
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#667-670, Robin #1-2, Batman: Shadow of the Bat #19-20, Batman #501-504 and Catwoman
#6-7, plus bonus material!
Michael Lane searches for redemption as the new Azrael. When a hired killer comes to
Gotham seeking revenge for crimes committed decades ago, Azrael faces an impossible
conflict - what if God's justice forced him to claim one of God's servants?
"Batman: The Sword of Azrael" depicts the origin of Jean Paul Valley, the man who one day
replaces Bruce Wayne as Batman. The descendant of holy warriors, Jean Paul is forced into
using his ancestral superpowers and abilities to become Azrael, the avenging angel of an
ancient cult. But when the Order of St. Dumas targets Batman, Azrael begins to question his
life and duty. After working alongside the Dark Knight to defeat the deadly demon that
threatens the ancient cult, Azrael turns his back on the Order and leaves to train under the
tutelage of Batman. However, after losing the mantle of the Bat, will Jean Paul turn back to his
life of brutality?

#1 New York Times Bestseller The villainous Bane breaks the Bat in one of the
most popular and well-known Batman tales! The inmates of Arkham Asylum have
broken free and Batman must push himself to the limits to re-apprehend the
Joker, Poison Ivy, the Riddler, Killer Croc and more. Pushed to the limits, he
comes face-to-face against the monstrosity known as Bane, who delivers a
crippling blow destined to change the Caped Crusader forever!
Time is collapsing in on itself. The villainous Extant has ushered in a series of
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black holes that are swallowing the universeÑpast, present and future!
Superman, like everyone else in the DC Universe, has seen time loops affect his
life. The result? Krypton never exploded. The Kents never found a baby Kal-El in
a field. Superman isnÕt the protector of Metropolis. Then, after the crisis in time
has been averted, new details about the origins of Superman, Superboy and
Steel are revealed. Comics writers Dan Jurgens, Karl Kesel, David Michelinie
and Louise Simonson team up with Superman artists Chris Batista, Jon
Bogdanove, Tom Grummett, Jackson Guice and more to present the Man of
Steel stories tying into the classic Zero Hour event, now collected here for the
first time. Collects Adventures of Superman #0, #516, Superman #93, #0,
Superman: The Man of Steel #0, #37, Superman in Action Comics #0, #703,
Steel #0, #8 and Superboy #8, #0.
Continuing from Batman- Knightquest- The Crusade Vol. 2, the next chapter in
the saga of Bruce Wayne begins in the never before collected, BatmanKnightquest- The Search. Still recovering from his devastating encounter with
Bane, and utilizing specially designed accoutrements, Bruce Wayne and Alfred
are on the trail of Robin's father and Shondra Kinsolving, both kidnapped by a
mysterious new foe lurking in the shadows. Shondra may be the only person on
Earth who can repair Bruce's badly damaged body. To rescue her, he will have to
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push himself mentally and physically before it is too late. Part of a massive 25th
anniversary recut of the entire Batman- Knightfallsaga, this graphic novel collects
Justice League Task Force#5-6, Batman- Shadow of The Bat#21-23, BatmanLegends of The Dark Knight#59-61 and Robin#7.
BATMAN: THE SWORD OF AZRAEL depicts the origin of Jean Paul Valley, the
man who one day replaces Bruce Wayne as Batman. The descendant of holy
warriors, Jean Paul is forced into using his ancestral superpowers and abilities to
become Azrael, the avenging angel of an ancient cult. But when the Order of St.
Dumas targets Batman, Azrael begins to question his life and duty. After working
alongside the Dark Knight to defeat the deadly demon that threatens the ancient
cult, Azrael turns his back on the Order and leaves to train under the tutelage of
Batman. However, after losing the mantle of the Bat, will Jean Paul turn back to
his life of brutality?
He's a creature of shadow, and no place on Earth is more covered in darkness
that the gothic skyline of Batman's home - Gotham City. But crime does not
restrict itself to one city, or even one country. And so, when there is evil to be
vanquished, the Dark Knight must travel the world.
Four hundred years separate the Old Testament from the New Testament, and
during that time, neither man nor angel could hear God's divine message. In his
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absence, an age of chaos began. With humanity at the wayside, a power struggle
erupts among the Archangels over who will control Father's throne.Knights of the
Golden Sun Vol. 1: Providence Lost collects all seven issues of the hit series
from Mad Cave in a gorgeous trade paperback. Along with glorious art and epic
storytelling, this collection includes a behind-the-scenes look at the process of
bringing this story to life.
One of Grant Morrison's most controversial and trippiest and abstract comic book
titles! Follow the adventures of The Invisibles, a secret organization out to battle
against physical and psychic oppression brought upon humanity by the
interdimensional alien gods of the Archons of Outer Church! Collects THE
INVISIBLES #1-12, ABSOLUTE VERTIGO #1.
Collects comics by one of the most legendary writers in the history of the Dark
Knight, featuring stories with the "caped crusader" battling such enemies as
Manhunter, Two-Face, and Talia Al Ghul.
"Go back to Batman's roots and learn where the Dark Knight got the weapons he uses
in his war on crime. Discover when Batman first developed his arsenal of technological
weapons to combat Lex Luthor's evil plans to move in and take over Gotham
City!"--Pub
A serial killer is loose in Gotham. He has no pattern, and he leaves no clues for the
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police or Batman to follow. The only certainty is that he will strike again. Acclaimed
writer Dwayne McDuffie (STATIC SHOCK, TV's Justice League Unlimited) and artists
Val Semeiks (DC ONE MILLION, LOBO) and Dan Green (JUSTICE LEAGUE OF
AMERICA, Wolverine) present a team-up like no other with BATMAN: BLINK, collecting
BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #156-158 and #164-167!
BATMAN: WAR GAMES BOOK TWO collects for the first time the complete epic
conclusion of the “War Games” saga that changed the criminal underworld of Gotham
City forever! Stephanie Brown, also known as the vigilante Spoiler, has made her
former partner Batman’s training scenario a chilling reality. The various crime families
are leaderless…the soldiers running for their lives while trying to grab a piece of the
underworld pie for themselves. Batman is stunned to learn that the wave of terror and
death threatening his beloved Gotham City originated closer to home than he ever
imagined, and that someone he once trusted is responsible for the carnage. Now the
streets are safe for no one. One master criminal emerges from the shadows, taking full
advantage of the chaos, and he begins to consolidate the underworld in his grip. The
Dark Knight and his allies have failed to contain the violence threatening Gotham City’s
citizenry. The media have exploited the situation so people think Batman is acting
against their best interests. Worse, he has lost the trust and support of Police
Commissioner Akins, just when he needs it the most. Collects BATGIRL #56-57,
BATMAN #632-634,642-644, BATMAN LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #183-184,
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BATMAN GOTHAM KNIGHTS #57-58, BATMAN SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS
ALLIES 2005, BATMAN SECRET FILES AND ORIGINS VILLIANS 2005,CATWOMAN
#35-36, DETECTIVE COMICS #798-800, #809-810, NIGHTWING #97-98, and ROBIN
#130-131
In these moody 1990s tales, Batman emerges from the shadows to battle corruption in
Gotham City, and to face foes including Killer Croc, The Scarecrow, Mr. Freeze, TwoFace and more. These tales by the classic Batman creative team of writer Doug
Moench and artist Kelley Jones include guest-appearances by Nightwing, Robin,
Deadman and Swamp Thing. Collects BATMAN #515-525, 527-532 and 535.
Gliding through the streets of the fate-filled city of Bete Noire, the Fallen Angel has
been a force both for good and evil. But her origins have remained as mystery-cloaked
as the Angel herself... until now. See the truth of her background unfold for the first time
as the most formidable opponent she's ever faced tracks her down with an offer that
she may not be able to refuse... even though, in accepting it, the life she knows may
well be over.
Bane returns to Santa Prisca, the island nation of his birth, to reclaim it as his own. But
before he can embark on another chapter in his ongoing saga, he crosses paths with
the only other person on the planet who can claim to be Batman's equal: Ra's al Ghul.
Collects comics by artist and writer J.H. Williams III, in stories that have Gotham city's
caped crusader coming up against the Joker, a Clayface, and Facade.
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When darkness falls over Gotham City, Tim Drake becomes his alter ego, the
costumed crime-fighter known as Robin. Usually he patrols the night with his partner,
Batman, but with Bruce Wayne recovering from the broken back he received from the
criminal known only as Bane, Tim is forced to team up with the new Batman, Jean-Paul
Valley! Unfortunately for Robin, BatmanÕs replacement doesnÕt need or want a
teenage sidekick. So now the Boy Wonder is left to fly solo! Plus, Tim Drake still has to
manage being an average teenager with an average glut of adolescent headaches. He
canÕt drive, his girlfriend feels heÕs neglecting her and the school jock picks on him.
Meanwhile, Robin must contend with a car-theft ring, a hardnosed sheriff and a trio of
escaped super-villains, including the treacherous Cluemaster. ROBIN: SOLO collects,
in chronological order, for the first time ever, ROBIN #1-5, ROBIN ANNUAL #1-2 and
SHOWCASE Õ93 #5-6 and #11-12, presenting Tim DrakeÕs adventures from his first
solo series by fan-favorite comics writer Chuck Dixon (NIGHTWING) and the all-new art
team of Tom Grummett (TITANS) and Scott Hanna (DETECTIVE COMICS)!

After a tumultuous period-including being replaced by Azrael and a deadly
contagion hitting Gotham City-Batman’s back to business in this collection of
stories by the fan-favorite creative team of Chuck Dixon and Graham Nolan, the
creators of Bane! As Batman reels from the aftermath of the Final Night, the
Riddler and Cluemaster unite for a uniquely vexing attack-and then Gunhawk and
Deathstroke come to town! After all of that, if anything’s left of Gotham, Firefly
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might just burn it to the ground. Collects Detective Comics #703-718.
Superman battles the intergalactic conqueror known as Mongul in these tales
from the late 1970s and early 1980s. Introduced as a physical challenge to the
Man of Steel, Mongul appeared in stories that guest-starred Wonder Woman,
Batman, Supergirl and others. This collection includes the classic tale "For the
Man Who Has Everything," by the WATCHMEN team of writer Alan Moore and
artist Dave Gibbons. This volume collects DC COMICS PRESENTS #27-28, #36
and #43 and SUPERMAN ANNUAL #11.
The beginning of one of the most controversial comics characters of all time.
ThereÕs a new hero in BatmanÕs world, whether the Dark Knight likes it or not!
Jean-Paul Valley has just been told by his dying father that his family is part of an
ancient secret society known as The Order of St. Dumas-and that he is the latest
in a long line of deadly assassins! Now with his psychological conditioning
complete, Valley has been transformed from a computer science major into the
unstoppable weapon known as Azrael. But when he is forced to target the heroic
Batman, he starts to question his life and duty. Legendary creators Dennis
OÕNeil and Joe Quesada are joined by comic industry superstars Barry Kitson,
James Pascoe, and Kevin Nowlan. AZRAEL VOL.1 FALLEN ANGEL collects
BATMAN: SWORD OF AZRAEL #1-4, SHOWCASE Õ94 #10, and AZRAEL
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#1-7.
Tobias thought sequestering himself alone on a mountaintop would protect his
ravaged heart, but even he can't deny the passion of an unearthly love. Tobias
had gotten so used to living in perfect-if lonely-solitude that nothing outside an
act of god could have driven him back out into the world. After a childhood filled
with monstrous cruelty in the guise of piousness and the swift, brutal loss of his
truest love, he dragged his bruised and beaten heart off into the wilderness. He
thought that he was finding safety in isolation, but love has a way of sneaking
past even the most well-guarded fortress. Enter Azrael. The naked and
unconscious man Tobias finds in the surrounding woods is more than mysterious
with fallen angel looks that are more than just coincidence. Azrael spent
centuries on Earth ushering lost souls back through those heavenly gates. His
sacrifice takes a toll and he longs to return to the gracious arms of his heavenly
brethren. Before he's granted entrance, Azrael is given one final task: save the
soul of Tobias, a lost and brokenhearted mortal. As Tobias teaches Azrael the
many delights of human appetite, the two men find themselves falling more
deeply into each other's hearts. But will a human existence ever be enough for a
fallen angel? Can Tobias accept that even the most scarred and broken heart
has hope of healing? The Angel's Fall is a gay romance novel with earthy sex
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scenes. Traversing both the ecstasy and the agony of love's landscape, two men
must confront their own diametrically opposed histories in order to save their
future. Perhaps, there could be heaven on earth.
Bane, the man destined to one day destroying the Batman has his sights set on
taking over Gotham City! The event that changed Batman's world forever kicks
off with this new volume, including never before collected material in BATMAN:
PRELUDE TO KNIGHTFALL. Bane has spent a lifetime on the South American
island of Santa Prisca. The time he spent as the toughest inmate in their worst
prison led him to develop berserk strength, savage intellect, and unparalleled
megalomania. In Gotham City, Batman begins to feel he has lost his edge as he
is forced to deal, in rapid succession, with the returning villain Black Mask and his
gang a crazed killer called Metalhead, and a sharpshooter assassin hired by an
imprisoned mobster to murder Commissioner Gordon. Part of a massive 25th
anniversary re-cut of the entire BATMAN: KNIGHTFALL saga, this graphic novel,
collects BATMAN: VENGEANCE OF BANE #1, BATMAN #484-491,
DETECTIVE COMICS #654-658.
Following the events of Batman: Knightquest: The Search, Bruce Wayne has
successfully recuperated from his broken back and is ready to resume crimefighting duties as the Batman. But Jean-Paul Valley, the man who currently
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patrols the dark alleyways of Gotham City, is not willing to step aside.
Furthermore, Valley has become unaccountably violent and reckless. Driven to
the brink of madness by inner demons, the Ònew BatmanÓ seeks to destroy the
Òold BatmanÓ in a battle with deadly consequences. Batman: Knightsend is the
seventh installment in an expansive nine-volume series reprinting the entire
Batman: Knightfall storyline. Contained in this volume are Batman #509-510,
Batman: Shadow of the Bat #29-30, Detective Comics #676-677, Batman:
Legends of the Dark Knight #62-63, Robin #8-9, Catwoman #12-13 and
Showcase Õ94 #10 and includes bonus poster artwork.
Barely recovered from his injuries at the hands of the villain Bane, Bruce Wayne
approaches longtime ward Dick Grayson to take on the mantle of Batman. The
KNIGHTFALL saga continues with BATMAN: PRODIGAL, collecting this long-outof-print classic Batman tale. After the game-changing events of Knightfall, Bruce
Wayne asks Dick Grayson, now the hero known as Nightwing, to take his place
while he recovers and reexamines his quest for justice. As Batman, Dick will
learn the responsibility and pressure that his former mentor Bruce Wayne bore as
the Dark Knight. But when the maniacal Two-Face returns, the new Batman must
overcome his childhood demons to defeat the first villain he ever faced! Part of a
massive 25th anniversary recut of the entire Batman: Knightfall saga, this graphic
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novel Collects Batman #512-514, Batman: Shadow of The Bat #32-34, Robin #0,
11-13 and Detective Comics #679-681. Collect the complete Knightfall Saga,
now re-cut in its entirety for the first time ever! Batman: Prelude to Knightfall
Batman: Knightfall Vol. 1 Batman: Knightfall Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest: The
Crusade Vol. 1 Batman: Knightquest: The Crusade Vol. 2 Batman: Knightquest:
The Search Batman: Knightsend Batman: Prodigal Batman: Troika
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